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Controlling the UI Language  
of SmartWorks TOUCH 

 

Operating System Controlled UI Language 

SmartWorks TOUCH attempts to match the language of its interface to the language used by the 
logged-in user each time it is run. If the pc is being used in one of the 11 languages listed below 
SmartWorks TOUCH will automatically attempt to switch to the same language. No provision is made 
in the program for the user to control the language setting from the interface. 

 

Language Not Supported Option 

If the language of the host computer is not one of the 11 standard languages SmartWorks TOUCH 
will automatically display the language chooser dialogue (below). If the user chooses a language 
from the list the program will change to the new language when it is next restarted. If the user fails 
to choose a new language but instead clicks the green check button the program will default to 
Bulgarian, the first language in the list. 

  

 
  

Controlling Program UI Language Externally (Administrator) 

If SmartWorks TOUCH fails to detect a compatible language a control file iniLang.txt is automatically 
placed in the user local directory C:\Users\user\AppData\Local\Colortrac\Touch. The contents of 
this file will normally cause the program to run in Bulgarian (as above). 

 

When SmartWorks TOUCH has started normally and successfully aligned its UI language to the 
operating system the UI language can still be manually switched to a different language as long as it 
is in the supported list. Simply create a text file called iniLang.txt file in the user local program folder 
containing the desired language ID to force the language to be used next time the program is 
restarted.  

 

To change back to the same language as the operating system simply remove the iniLang.txt or 
change the language ID inside to be the same as the operating system.  
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External UI Language Control for Multiple Users  

SmartWorks TOUCH control over UI language extends only to each logged-in user, there is no 
provision to set the language for all users. For different users having a separate login on the same 
computer but all wishing to use the program with a UI language different to the host operating 
system, it will be necessary to manually place copies of the iniLang.txt file (with the appropriate 
language ID) in the AppData\Local\Colortrac\Touch folders for each user. 

  

11 languages: 

  Language Language ID 

1 Bulgarian bg-BG 

2 German de-DE 

3 US English en-US 

4 UK English en-GB 

5 Spanish es-ES 

6 French fr-FR 

7 Italian it-IT 

8 Japanese ja-JA 

9 Korean ko-KR 

10 Polish pl-PL 

11 Chinese zh-CN 

  

 

The language that SmartWorks TOUCH displays can be changed to a different language from the 
operating system by inserting the required language ID in the iniLang.txt file and placing this in the 
local AppData folder. The iniLang.txt file will not exist if the Windows language in use on the 
computer was one of the SmartWorks TOUCH supported languages and instead will have to be 
created. Use Notepad or Windows File Explorer to make the file and then enter the required 
language ID.  
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